Since A(z) = A (-z) , only values of z = x + iy, x > 0, will be considered. Similar results hold in (1) for corresponding values of -z. Hereafter, unless otherwise indicated, all summations will be understood to range from n -1 to oo, 2. Convergence of the A-series. The following theorems on convergence are stated without proof. THEOREM 1. (A) // X a n diverges, the A-serίes converges and diverges for all points z -x + iy, % > 0, with the associated Dirichlet series Σ α^~* (B) If Σ a n converges, the A-series converges for all points z = x + iy, % > 0.
Theorem 1 remains true if ordinary convergence and divergence are replaced by absolute convergence and divergence throughout the statement of the theorem. 
where b x ~ aJ2. There remains to determine b k for k > 1. In (2) above, ( -l) c α % is a coefficient of k~\ k > 1, if and only if n 2c+ί = k, or equivalently c = (l/2){(ln k/ln n) -1)}. The coefficient b k will then be the sum where the summation extends over all n such that for some odd natural number d', n d ' = k. Hereafter, a primed letter, e.g. d', will be used to indicate only odd natural numbers.
Assume now that the A-series converges absolutely at a point z 0 -x 0 + iy 09 χ 0 > 0, and consider again the double array (2) 
Conversely, given the coefficients b u δ 2 , of a Dirichlet series, the equations
determine the a n uniquely. This is the case since, in the last sum, the largest value of n occurs when df = 1. We have therefore 1)k 'a k{ 2r-n . As a consequence of the hypothesis, J^\a n \ also converges, and by the comment following Theorem 1 the A-series converges absolutely over the half plane x > 0. The ^-series may therefore be written as the sum of the two series indicated below.
Consider the subset of terms of the A-series for which n -k Ό ', k determined by the choice of y\ and v r an odd natural number. Indicate the summation of these terms by 2i a n^ the summation of all remaining terms by ^ A typical term of 2χ is
Replacing v' by its equal from the set {(2r - By another substitution, w 2 = t, this last limit becomes
The series in this last expression is uniformly convergent for 0 ^ t so that this last limit can be rewritten a* m (2r -l)^8"-
that is, the limit (4) has the value (5). Replacing w m (4) by its equal yields hmUl ^k~x)Σ 1 a n --
There remains to show that Σ 2 is uniformly convergent in some interval 0 ^ x ^ N, for then lim {xΣ 2 } = Σ 2 lim \xa n ---1 = 0 . In order to establish the desired uniform convergence we shall require the following
LEMMA. // k' is an odd integer, if n and k are natural numbers, k greater than one, nΦk υ> for an odd natural number v'', and if y 0 -τε/2(lnk), then for x ^ 0
where C = min {1, y 0 }.
Proof. The set of points S -{z : z -n~2
x + e^oi^'iαnnjj. ]j e on a circle of radius one about the point n~~2
x ^ 1, but does not contain the element z = n~2
x -1. If z e S and R(z) ^ n~2 x , then
Hence under the transformation w -u + iv = z -n~2 x , ze S, we can restrict our attention to points on the unit circle about the origin lying to the left of the axis of imaginaries.
If a denotes the point -n~2 x on the u-axis, w is a point on the unit circle in the second quadrant, β is the projection of w on thê -axis and δ is the point ( -1, 0), then \z\ = ΐϋa ^ ϊΰβ. The minor arc wd = θ < 2 sin θ -2wβ, where θ is the central angle subtending the arc wd hence | z | ^ wd/2. Since w lies above the u-axis, the arc wd = πQ -2?/ 0 In (n Theorem VI is the main result required for the natural boundary theorem which follows.
A set of integers will be called dense if there is a positive number I such that every interval of length I contains an integer of the set. It is sufficient to show that set of singularities {iπk'l2Qiik)}, where for each k, k r assumes those values for which the hypothesis of Theorem 6 are fulfilled, is everywhere dense on the axis of imaginaries. Mathematical papers intended for publication in the Pacific Journal of Mathematics should be typewritten (double gpaced). The first paragraph or two must be capable of being used separately as a synopsis of the entire paper. It should not contain references to the bibliography. Manuscripts may be sent to any one of the four editors. All other communications to the editors should be addressed to the managing editor, Richard Arens at the University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024. 50 reprints per author of each article are furnished free of charge; additional copies may be obtained at cost in multiples of 50.
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